Perfluoroalkane wax infused gels for effective, regenerating, anti-icing surfaces†
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Infusion of solid perfluoroalkanes into polydimethylsiloxane gels provides a simple route to regenerating deicing surfaces, with low adhesion strength from the lower inherent cohesive energy of the perfluoroalkanes. Further, these surfaces are more hydrophobic and environmentally stable than their alkane analogues. The result is a robust, regenerating surface which demonstrates low energy ice adhesion (19.6 kPa), hydrophobicity (water contact angle, CA, > 100°), and high environmental stability.

While there is broad agreement in the need for anti-icing surfaces for many applications such as aeronautics, marine, and consumer goods, there is disagreement of how such properties should be achieved.1 Icephobicity can be accomplished by preventing the formation of ice (anti-icing) through the use of hydrophobic (CA, > 90°) surfaces,2 limiting water/surface contact time to minimise ice accretion. These surfaces are typically low energy, allowing icephobicity to be imbued by minimising ice adhesion strength (IAS), with sufficiently low values2 leading to passive ice sloughing (deicing),4 although the relationship between hydrophobicity and IAS is still the subject of some debate.5-7 Superhydrophobic surfaces (CA > 150°) provide greater hydrophobicity, typically utilising the ‘lotus-leaf effect’ through use of nanorough structures from etching of a surface,8 deposition/growth of nanoscale species,9 or well controlled, lithographic hierarchical structures.10 These superhydrophobic surfaces are highly anti-icing11,12 as liquid water contact time is dramatically lower than simple hydrophobic surfaces. However, upon the formation of ice, deicing may be complicated by the increased effective surface area of superhydrophobic systems increasing the total ice/surface adhesion force.13 As an alternative route to hydrophobicity and icephobicity, liquid lubricants may be infused into nanoscale species,9 or well controlled, lithographic hierarchical structures, and improved performances over simple rough surfaces and are a promising route towards scalable manufacture of omniphobic, self-cleaning materials. However, the rate and repeatability of regeneration has been questioned,18,19 while their fragility to even mild mechanical abrasion is inherent due to the soft nature of the components. Meanwhile, the surface liquid poses issues regarding lifetime, potentially with significant environmental issues from contamination in real-world applications. The leeching of the liquid can occur through several routes: contact with the surface (exacerbated by capillary action), sacrificial removal alongside removed contaminants during cleaning, miscibility in environmental water (e.g. rain), and evaporation. Some ‘smart’ SLIPS systems facilitate switching between liquid and a more robust solid state using a thermal20 or photonic trigger,21 although water mobility is only seen in the liquid state.

Due to these issues, alternative mechanically robust icephobic materials are still of much interest, such as the recently developed interfacial-slipping partial crosslinked elastomers,3 and alkane infused gels22 (AIG). AIGs combine infusing a surface-bound material into a storage reservoir akin to SLIPS, however, in contrast to a textured surface used to store liquid infusant, with AIGs, a melted alkane wax is infused into a bulk crosslinked polymer to create an all-solid-state swollen gel, with wax diffusing to the surface as a thin coating. The mechanical properties of the AIGs are superior to SLIPS and many nanofractured superhydrophobic surfaces, while eliminating the infusant loss from evaporation and wicking. While hydrophobic, AIGs do not have CAs in the superhydrophobic regime, however, contaminants (e.g. ice) can be removed with minimal force (<100 kPa), attributed to a stripping away of the surface layer of alkane. The broken bonds are thought to be the weak intramolecular alkane bonds with a ‘sacrificial’ layer removed...
along with the ice/contaminant. The removed surface layer spontaneously regenerates due to internal stress of the swelled gel network on infused alkanes, forcing it to the surface, facilitating solid-state diffusion.

Here, AIGs are improved by incorporation of the perfluoroalkanes (PFAs) as infusion agents to improve the intrinsic properties of these infused solids. PFAs (unbranched and of the form \(C_{n}F_{2n+2}\), here termed CnF) have weaker cohesive energies than their alkane \(\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}\), unbranched, termed CnH) counterparts,\(^{23}\) allowing more facile deicing in this system. The inherent hydrophobicity of PFA and perfluorinated surfaces compared to alkanes concurrently improves anti-icing mechanism, with the increased contact angles limiting water contact time and surface-water cross-sectional area. Furthermore, the virtually zero solubility of PFAs in water\(^{24}\) may reduce the rate of passive leeching of wax into the environment.

To test the potential of PFA infused gels (PIGs, Fig. 1), they were compared to the AIGs. Waxes to be infused required melting points (ESI,\(^{†}\) Fig. S1) above room temperature, but low enough for simple heating to facilitate processing (<ca. 100 °C). The PFAs C9F (m.p. −16 °C), C10F (36 °C), C12F (75 °C) and C14F (103 °C) were selected (C11F and C13F not commercially available). For controls, wax alkanes C17H (21 °C), C19H (31 °C) and C24H (49 °C) were used. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184) was mixed manually, centrifuged to remove bubbles (3500 g, 2 min), cast as a 200 μm layer on glass slides, and cured 48 h at room temperature. The gels were submerged in a 150 °C bath for 4 h, except for C9F which used a lower temperature (105 °C) to keep the PFA well below the boiling point (125 °C). Samples were removed from the bath and cooled to room temperature, forming distinct organic coatings on the surface: the low molecular weight C9F and C17H showed a transparent coating at the surface, akin to classic SLIPS, while all others formed a wax-like opaque frosting at the surface (Fig. 1).

While the low cohesive energy and associated omniphobicity/universal immiscibility of PFAs may have been thought to be a potential barrier to infusion, full infusion of even the heaviest and least mobile PFA into the gel can be seen through scanning electron microscopy/electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS, Fig. 2). The glass and PDMS layers can be identified through EDS of sodium (from soda-lime glass substrate) and carbon (from PDMS and infused PFA), with an even fluorine signal seen down to the bottom of the gel.

IASs were tested through transverse shear applied to a column of ice on the substrate surface by a force transducer at −10 °C (full details supplied in the ESI\(^{†}\)). Both AIGs and PIGs showed a dramatic reduction of the IAS compared to the pure PDMS (Fig. 3a); it should be noted that PDMS (108 kPa) is already an effective and commonly used icephobic coating.\(^{25}\) The PIGs showed reasonably consistent values (31.7–19.6 kPa), with a broad trend of lower molecular weights providing lower IASs, as might be expected from the longer molecules having stronger van der Waals forces and thus cohesive energies. It is worth noting that the adhesion strength of the ‘liquid’ (at −10 °C) infused CF9 PIG is not substantially different to the ‘solid’ infused CF10, as seen previously in the AIGs.\(^{22}\) The IASs of AIGs were consistent with previous literature,\(^{22}\) and higher than PIGs. The correlation with molecular weight was also seen, with the smallest tested molecules showing values comparable to the PIGs (C17H, 26.3 kPa), however, the larger C24H showed a significantly higher adhesion (73.1 kPa), albeit still below the commonly used 100 kPa threshold of ‘icephobic’.\(^{26}\) Measurement of IAS on the constituent waxes (ESI,\(^{†}\) Fig. S4) showed wax cohesive failure occurs before ice/wax adhesive failure (ESI,\(^{†}\) Fig. S5 and S6), with PFA deicing showing similar values to the respective PIGs, indicating deicing occurs through cohesive failure of the wax. Conversely, alkane cohesive strengths (145–240 kPa) are
substantially higher than the AIG’s IAS, so deicing of AIGs is attributed to adhesive failure of the alkane/PDMS interface.

As expected from the high intrinsic hydrophobicity PFAs, the water contact angle (CA) of the PIGs showed an increase in hydrophobicity (Fig. 3b, CA 96.5°–100.1°) compared to the neat PDMS surface (90.7°), making it more suitable as a protective hydrophobic coating. These values appear broadly independent of molecular length, and lower than the pure PFAs (ca. 116°, ESI† Fig. S4). In contrast, the lighter-alkane infused gels show a lessening of CA (77.1°–83.7°) compared to the PDMS, as might be expected given the already intrinsically hydrophobic nature of PDMS. The heavy C24H actually demonstrated the highest hydrophobicity (103.2°), however, this is coupled to the previously established poor icephobicity.

One of the most important benefits of the previously produced alkane infused gels was the possibility of regeneration of the alkane layer (similar to the regeneration of liquids in SLIPS). Here, the regeneration was demonstrated through manual removal of the surface PFA layer, with the surface monitored by reflectance optical microscopy (Fig. 4). Initially, the sample shows a bare surface, missing the characteristic domains of wax seen on the surface of solid PFA, indicating that the PDMS surface is visible. After 4 h, wax domains tens of microns across can be seen to have recovered, and the surface continues maturing with expanding islands until the surface is covered by ~24 h and the domains stop coalescing after ~30 h.

Finally, there is a concern with using materials with labile components in environmental applications, particularly as icephobic coatings are typically used for weather protection, thus exposed to the environment. It should be noted that PFAs show even higher environmental persistence than alkanes due to their resistance to photolysis, hydrolysis, and biodegradation, however, environmental hazard from linear alkanes is also well established. While some environmental loss may be expected from adhesion to ice in any SLIPS or infused gel system, the use of a solid infusant will virtually remove vapour loss, and the greatest risk to leeching is though water. To test passive leeching of the infused alkane in marine applications, gels were soaked in stirring synthetic sea water for five 24 h periods, with the water tested for contaminants by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) afterwards (ESI† Fig. S7 and S8). The C9F PIG and C19H AIG were selected for testing; C19H showed low, but clearly measurable solubility of the neat alkane (ESI† Fig. S7), and the AIG showed clear peaks in the signal for aliquots taken for the first 2 days, at corresponding times to the alkane control (with signal sufficiently strong to measure MS of C19H40 for the day 1 aliquot). It is assumed that the surface alkane layer slowly dissolved over 2 days, while the infused hydrophobic alkane remained in the hydrophobic PDMS gel network rather than become exposed to the water by forming a new (sparingly soluble) surface layer. Conversely, the PIG in water (ESI† Fig. S8) showed no any evidence of dissolution of the infused organic at any point, with no detectable dissolution after 2 weeks of soaking, as might

Fig. 3 (a) Ice adhesion strength and (b) sessile water contact angle of perfluoroalkane/alkane infused and uninfused PDMS gel.

Fig. 4 Regeneration of wiped C12F surface over from (top left to bottom right) 0, 4, 7, 24, 30 and 38 h.
be expected due to the increased hydrophobicity seen for the PIGs (Fig. 3b).

In conclusion, the use of perfluoroalkanes in lieu of alkanes for infusion into gels has been shown to improve their properties for the formation of a sacrificial organic layer for icephobicity and cleanability. The PFAs are capable of complete diffusion into the gels in spite of their lower surface energies, allowing the swollen gel architecture to be achieved, and their greater omniphobicity and weaker intermolecular bonding facilitates low ice adhesion strengths (19.6 kPa). The increased hydrophobicity of the perfluoroalkanes provides the additional benefits of increased water repulsion (limiting water contact and reducing ice accretion), and reduced solubility in water, dramatically reducing passive leeching from the gels into water.
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